
 

 

 

WEBSITE:  www.rotek.com.tr 

 

ABOUT COMPANY:  

Since Rotek was established in 1993, Rotek has been 

supplying wide solutions about chimney systems and flues 

to heating market. Since entering to the chimney market, 

Rotek with its acquired experiences became a pioneer in the 

Turkish market. Currently with its modern production line, 

high capacity in production and variety of products, Rotek 

still holds its leading position with highest quality products 

and thousands of happy customers and partners. Rotek 

currently exporting more than 20 countries worldwide, 

fulfilling all international standard requirements such as CE 

marking for European Market with different product types& 

specifications. Rotek has 26 dealers in different cities in 

Turkey and 4 dealears outside of Turkey. Rotek has the 

widest range of patented products. Rotek is aiming a global 

expansion and looking for new international partners to 

share its experiences. Rotek, provides comprehensive 

solutions to its customers, is the leader company of the 

sector in Turkey with its experienced, computer systems 

supported staff, European standard products and after sales 

service. VISION Combines the industry knowledge and 

experiences many prestigious projects succesfully at 

domestic area and abroad ; by team work and sence of 

solidarity, force is created; institutionalized a modern 

structure by creating always aiming to provide quality 

services are to became a leading elegant organization. 

MISSION With our experienced technical personel, 

technological developments and innovations in practice, 

modern equipment and expert manpower to support 

customer expectations and needs; with quality, speedy and 

economic solutions manufacturing and implementing, to win 

our customers’ trust and appreciation with honest and 

painstaking working. 

 

PRODUCTS: 

 

• Insulated single or double walled natural gas flue    

  systems 

• Self-Standing Industrial Chimney Systems,  

• Refuse/Garbage Chutes and Linen chutes (Fire-   

  Resistant Industrial Kitchen Ducts (EI120 Certified)  

• Self-Flanged Circular Ducts,  

• High Temperature Class Generator Chimney Systems,  

• Electrostatic Filters (For Commercial Kitchen Ducts)  

• Chimney Accessories  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Draught Regulators, 

Chimney Fans, Chimney 

Dampers etc.) 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   


